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Chapter 203 Amara’S Decision

"Don't worry about it. Maybe the nurse took your mother out for a breather." Director Scott's voice was also shaky. "You're still

pregnant, so you shouldn't walk around too much. We will inform you as soon as we find your mother. "

"Sorry to trouble you, Director Scott. Please take care of my mother." Elena said and hung up the phone.

Ryan sat beside Elena and took the phone from her hand. "As I expected, Director Scott will call you as soon as he can't find you."

"How is my mother now?" Elena asked worriedly. Currently, she was most worried about Lee Eleanor.

Ryan placed his hand on Elena's shoulder. "Your mother is not in a very good condition right now.”

"What?" Elena called out with her eyes wide open.

"Don't be agitated. I have already asked the doctor to treat your mother with all his might. She will be fine." Ryan held Elena in

his arms and felt that the little person in his arms tremble slightly.

"Leave your mother to the doctor. The most important thing right now is to protect yourself.”

Elena rubbed her forehead, which was in pain, and was in a trance.

Ryan carried Elena up and gently placed her on the bed. He kissed her forehead and said, "Rest well. Don't think so much. Leave

everything to me."

Elena nodded and leaned against the pillow to close her eyes.

…

On the other hand, Amara had discussed her marriage with Roman with Jonathan after returning to Lewis family.

There was already Tina in their path, so they could not let that woman ruin everything that they had planned for so long.

Jonathan sat on the sofa and pondered. So many things had happened recently, and he didn't know whether it was right or wrong

for his daughter to marry Roman.

After a long while, Jonathan finally spoke. "Amara, do you feel that Roman did not care about you that much?"

Amara heard that her father wanted to go back on his word and was instantly unhappy. "Dad, what do you mean? The matter

between Roman and me cannot be delayed any longer. Now, many women are thinking about Roman and want to marry into

Monor family even if they cut their heads off. "

Jonathan furrowed his brows. "Don't be so agitated. I just feel that the relationship between the two of you is a little different. "

As long as feelings were mixed with desire, it would deteriorate.

"Now, everyone in Hai City knows about the relationship between Roman and me. If I don't marry Roman, the Lewis family will

be the one to lose face." Amara bit her lips.

Jonathan stared at his daughter. "Are you marrying Roman for your reputation or for your own happiness in the future?"

"I'm doing this for the Lewis family. If the Lewis family doesn't find a big tree to rely on in their current condition, they will only

go downhill. Dad, you can't just look at the benefits in front of you. You have to think about the future of our family.”

Actually Amara really didn’t care about how the relationship between her and Roman was as long as she married into the Monor

Family as she pleased.

Jonathan paused in surprise. "You have to know that even if it's not for the family, I don't want you to be in any danger.”

Amara heard the concession in her father's tone and quickly held Jonathan's hand. "Dad, don't worry. After marrying into Monor

family, I will definitely do what I should and will not do whatever I want. "

Jonathan sighed and compromised. "Since you have already decided, I will discuss with Charles tomorrow to decide on the

marriage between the two of you.”

Amara jumped up happily when she got her father's permission. "Thank you, father."

Jonathan was not as happy as his daughter. Too many things had happened during this period of time, and he was really tired. And

there were many things he was worrying about, especially Elena.

In just five short years, she had undergone a tremendous change. She was no longer the simple little girl who was framed and

chased out by them.

Furthermore, she now had Ryan with her. The way both of them interacted with each other, he was sure that Ryan was totally in

Elena’s hand. And now if Elena tried to use Ryan to take revenge on them, the consequences would be unimaginable.

With Ryan's help, no one in the Hai City would be able to shake Elena's position.
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